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Confirmed Presenters

**Rey Banatao, Ph.D.** Director / Project Lead, X (formerly Google X)

*Presentation Topic:* Fall in Love with the Problem - Lessons in Moonshot Taking, Climate and Entrepreneurship

**Don Victory.** Founder and Chair of Energy Mentors; previously Upstream Chief Process Engineer at ExxonMobil

*Presentation Topic:* Defeating Career Anxiety

**Sharon Nolen.** Eastman Fellow; leader of Eastman’s Global Natural Resource Management program.

*Presentation Topic:* From Raising Cows to Removing Carbon: A Personal Sustainability Journey

**Jane Stricker.** SVP and Executive Director, Houston Energy Transition Initiative (HETI), The Greater Houston Partnership.

*Presentation Topic:* Navigating a Successful Career in a Changing Energy Industry

**Sindhu Balan.** Investment principal, Chevron Technology Ventures (CTV).

*Presentation Topic:* Many Routes to a Career Destination

Additional Presenters to be announced soon.

Dates: **Fridays February 9 - March 29, 2024** (excluding March 8 & 15)

**Time:** 10am - 11am

**Location:** Webinar Series
Notes for Certificate Candidates

Open to students enrolled at institutions of higher education
Registration must include institution & student ID

1. Use your unique, personal Zoom link for the webinars.
2. Complete each test by 11:59 pm the Thursday after the webinar. Passing grade: 80%

Instructions for tests
You were sent an invitation for Canvas: UH Online & Special Programs – Canvas Notifications notifications@instructure.com
Use this to activate your Canvas account.
Quizzes and other course materials are in Canvas.
Each quiz becomes available at the end of its webinar.
Critical Issues in Energy 2023-24 Symposium Series

THE GULF COAST HYDROGEN ECOSYSTEM: OPPORTUNITIES & SOLUTIONS

Wednesday, April 17, 2024
9:00AM - 5:00PM
UH Student Center South - Theater Room
Reception and Dinner to Follow
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Please stay muted with video off. Submit your questions for our guest speaker during the live Q&A using the chat function in Zoom.
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Today's Moderator

Paul Byaruhanga
Vice Chair-Education | UH Energy Coalition
Graduate Student | Physics Department
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OUR STORY

THE LARGEST ENERGY-FOCUSED STUDENT ORGANIZATION IN THE U.S.

8 COLLEGES
34 STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
30 MAJORS
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Upcoming Events

• Networking Event with Energy Professionals
• Career Readiness Sessions
• Crawfish Boil
• Hydrogen Symposium
• Banquet
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Fireside Chat

Sarah Grace Kimberley
Vice Chair of Design | UH Energy Coalition
Investment Banking Summer Analyst | Jefferies

Don Victory
Founder and Chair of Energy Mentors | previously Upstream Chief Process Engineer at ExxonMobil
Pool Talk – A Conversation with Energy Professionals

Dive into the Future of Energy

https://www.uhenergycoalition.org/events-1/pool-talk-a-conversation-with-energy-professionals/ticket-form
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